
The Ottawa Field-Naturalists’ Club 

2018 Mary Stuart Education Award: 

Bill McMullen

Criterion: For members, non-members or organizations, in recognition for outstanding

achievements in the field of natural history education in the Ottawa Region. Potential recipients

would include museum personnel (both professional and volunteer), biology teachers, talented

and dedicated field trip leaders, authors popularizing local natural history, and other educators

of children or adults.

This year’s Mary Stuart Education Award goes to Bill McMullen, a teacher at

the Trillium Public School in Orléans on the eastern edge of Ottawa. Bill grew

up in a rural community in the Kawartha Lakes region of Central Ontario. 

There, he was able to spend his childhood years exploring the local forests

and fields developing a strong interest in the natural world. As a primary

school teacher, he found that he could pass on that passion to his students. 

On field trips and in the classroom, Bill teaches his young students to be observant of the world

around them, and to explore even the small nooks and crannies in search of stories that nature

can tell us and to experience the “quiet” of the woods..  He teaches them the importance of the

environment and the interrelationships between humans, plants and animals and encourages

them to feel they can be a steward of the earth. Although Bill is an English and math teacher,

not a science teacher, his knowledge and appreciation of the naturtal world gives him the tools

he needs to make this work, for example, through setting up orienteering courses and taking his

charges skiing, snowshoeing and hiking outdoors.  He has even taught children astronomy

using his personal telescope.           

Bill is also a talented and dedicated nature photographer, spending many

hours in the field, especially at the McSkimming Outdoor Education

Centre, photographing plants, mushrooms and wildlife.  He often makes

videos to show phenomena that occur after school hours or over a long

period of time at the MacSkimming Centre (such as a monarch butterfly

emerging from a chrysalis, or wildlife that passes by a video cam set up on

a trail over a period of three months). He incorporates his photos and

videos into his own teaching as often as he can and offers them to other teachers at his school

to use with their own classes. He also generously shares these videos on-line.   Bill has

donated many of his photos and videos to the McSkimming Centre for their education programs



and also gives students instruction on nature photography.  He has also led evening

walks with school children to see and hear owls in the evening, sometimes resulting in

experiences the youngsters will cherish their entire lives.

By sharing his experience and experiences with his students, Bill McMullen is an

example of the kind of teacher who makes a difference.  His students are better

equipped to understand the conservation issues of the day, hopefully some day

translating that appreciation into action for the benefit of the natural world. The Mary Student

Education Award is a fitting tribute to his vision, skill, energy and dedication.


